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Abstract

some useful patterns related to depression [12]. Secondly, some
methods [13, 14] only use spatial structure or temporal changes
to describe the spectrograms and MFCC. In this way, the corresponding temporal or spatial information that is helpful to detect depression may be missed. Thirdly, the feature pooling or
aggregation methods [7, 15, 16] used to characterize long-term
speech are not necessarily optimal for depression detection task.
In order to alleviate the above issues, this paper proposes a
novel approach to detect depression level using MFCC, which
is considered to be a discriminative biomarker between depressed patients and normal individuals [6]. In particularly, we
ﬁrstly obtain the MFCCs of the original speech and divide it
into many segments. Then, the segment-level feature is extracted by our proposed hybrid network, which effectively integrates convolution neural network (CNN), long short term
memory (LSTM) and deep neural network (DNN) to explore
the information about depression in spatial structure, temporal
changes and discriminative representation of short-term MFCC
segments. Thirdly, this paper combines p -norm pooling with
LASSO (The least squares problem with 1 regularization term
is called LASSO [17]) to ﬁnd the optimal pooling parameter for
depression detection and generates the utterance-level feature
through pooling those segment-level features. Finally, SVR is
employed to predict the depression level. We conduct experiments on Audio/Visual Emotion Challenge (AVEC) 2013 [18]
and AVEC2014 [15]. The results indicate the superiority of our
method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
we review the works related to automatic depression detection.
In section 3, we provide a detailed description of the method
in this paper. Our experimental results and discussion are presented in section 4, and section 5 concludes the paper.

Related physiological studies have shown that Mel-frequency
cepstral coefﬁcient (MFCC) is a discriminative acoustic feature
for depression detection. This fact has led to some works using
MFCCs to identify individual depression degree. However, they
rarely adopt neural network to capture high-level feature associated with depression detection. And the suitable feature pooling parameter for depression detection has not been optimized.
For these reasons, we propose a hybrid network and p -norm
pooling combined with least absolute shrinkage and selection
operator (LASSO) to improve the accuracy of depression detection. Firstly, the MFCCs of the original speech are divided
into many segments. Then, we extract the segment-level feature using the proposed hybrid network, which investigates the
depression-related information in the spatial structure, temporal
changes and discriminative representation of short-term MFCC
segments. Thirdly, p -norm pooling combined with LASSO is
adopted to ﬁnd the optimal pooling parameter for depression detection to generate the utterance-level feature. Finally, depression level prediction is accomplished using support vector regression (SVR). Experiments are conducted on AVEC2013 and
AVEC2014. The results demonstrate that our proposed method
achieves better performance than the previous algorithms.
Index Terms: depression detection, MFCC, a hybrid network,
segment-level feature, p -norm pooling, utterance-level feature

1. Introduction
Depression is a psychiatric disorder and deprives people of conﬁdence and pleasure in life. More seriously, it even lead to suicidal behavior [1]. According to the World Health Organization
[2], the number of people with depression in the world is about
350 million. In order to prevent the occurrence of misfortune,
early diagnosis and intervention are particularly important for
depression patients. However, the diagnosis process is rather
subjective and mainly relies on patients’ self-report and doctors’ clinical experience [3]. In addition, doctors need to spend
a lot of energy in the process, which will increase the probability of misdiagnosis in subsequent works. Thus, it is necessary
to develop an automatic method to assist doctors.
Physiological studies [4, 5, 6] have shown that there are
some differences in speech between depressed and normal individuals. Based on these facts, many researchers [7, 8, 9, 10]
apply machine learning methods to explore the relationship between speech and Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II) scores
[11], which is a scale to measure the severity of depression and
involves depression score ranging from 0 to 63 (0-13 no depression, 14-19 mild depression, 20-28 moderate depression and 2963 severe depression). However, there are some limitations in
previous methods. Firstly, most of them [8, 10] predict individual depression level through hand-crafted features, which lose
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2. Related Work
Recently, depression detection using speech has attracted the attention of many researchers. Therefore, we brieﬂy review some
existing works in this section.
Valstar et al. [18] released a database for depression analysis in 2013 and supplied a baseline. They divided the speech
into many ﬁxed length segments, then 2268 features were extracted from these segments by open-source Emotion and Affect
Recognition (openEAR) toolkit [19]. However, only using these
hand-crafted low-level features might lost other information associated with depression [12]. In addition, they aggregated the
features extracted from segments to generate the representation
of the speech through average-pooling, which is a special case
of p -norm pooling [20] and not necessarily optimal for the depression detection. In [21], the authors used motion history histogram (MHH) to capture the dynamic changes in the speech
and treated it as the corresponding feature. While speech sig-
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Figure 2: The proposed hybrid network for extracting segmentlevel feature. Conv, FC and BS represent the convolutional
layer, the fully connected layer and BDI-II score, respectively.
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Figure 1: The ﬂow of our proposed method for automatic depression level detection.

3.2. Segment-Level Feature Extraction via the Hybrid Network

nals don’t have as rich texture information as images, thus the
extracted feature through MHH is limited in predicting depression levels. Jain et al. [16] adopted Fisher Vector to encode the
original waveform to detect the depression level of individuals.
However, the number of Gaussian components was not adapted
to the depression detection task, which affected the accuracy of
prediction [22]. He et al. [12] proposed a four-stream CNN to
detect an individual depression level. Although, CNN is good
at capturing spatial structure [23], it can not well explore the
impact of temporal changes on depression detection. Moreover,
the method augmented data to train the network through rotating and scaling transforms, which corrupted the meaning of data
itself and degraded the performance of detection.

In order to fully explore the information related to depression in
MFCC, this paper proposes the hybrid network as shown in Fig.
2 to extract the feature of each segment. On the one hand, considering that MFCCs have both spatial and temporal attributes
[24], CNN and LSTM are adopted to explore the differences
among different depression levels in the spatial structure and
temporal changes of these short-term MFCC segments. On the
other hand, for the sake of further enhance differentiation, we
concatenate the two features extracted by CNN and LSTM as
a new sample and input it into the DNN to obtain the discriminative representation. And there is a batch normalization layer
before FC1. It is necessary to point out that these three subnetworks are trained separately.
In this paper, the output of each MFCC segment through
the hybrid network is denoted as segment-level feature. In other
words, this feature is composed of the output of FC2, FC3 and
FC5, which reﬂect the information about depression in spatial
structure, temporal changes and discriminative representation
of each MFCC segment, respectively.

Different from the above works, this paper takes the advantage of representation ability of neural network to extract
the high-level feature related to depression. Furthermore, we
can ﬁnd the suitable pooling parameter for depression detection
task through optimizing the p -norm pooling. The experimental
results on AVEC2013 and AVEC2014 show the effectiveness of
our method.

3.3. Utterance-Level Feature Generation by combing p norm Pooling with LASSO

3. Proposed Method

Obtaining the speech representation is a key stage for depression detection. To this end, we combine p -norm pooling with
LASSO to ﬁnd the suitable parameter for depression detection
to aggregate the above segment-level features into an utterancelevel feature.
For clarity, we present the process of p -norm pooling for
a speech sample in Fig. 3. In this ﬁgure, it is assumed that the
MFCCs of the speech are divided into n segments. And si (i =
1, 2, · · · , n) denotes the segment-level feature extracted from
each segment using the hybrid network. Then, these features
are arranged into a matrix as shown in Fig. 3. Finally, the p norm pooling result is obtained by calculating the p -norm of
each column of the matrix. The p -norm deﬁnition of a vector
is given by Eq. (1).

Based on the fact that MFCC is a discriminative biomarker
to detect depression disorder [6], this paper ﬁrstly divides the
MFCCs of the speech into many segments. Then, the proposed
hybrid network is used to extract the segment-level feature for
each segment. Thirdly, the objective function of p -norm pooling combined with LASSO is optimized to ﬁnd the appropriate
parameter for depression detection to generate the utterancelevel feature. Finally, SVR is employed to predict individual
depression level. The ﬂow of our proposed method is shown in
Fig. 1.
3.1. MFCC Segments
As mentioned above, the MFCCs extracted from the original
speech are divided into a lot of segments through a ﬁxed length
window. There are two reasons for this processing: ﬁrstly, we
can explore the detailed differences among individuals with different depression levels from the short-term MFCC segments.
Secondly, more samples can be obtained to train the hybrid network. In addition, we regard the label of each segment as the
BDI-II score of the corresponding speech.

xp  (

n
1
1
|xi |p ) p ,
n i=1

∀x = [x1 , · · · , xn ]T ∈ Rn×1 .

(1)
Following the above process, the p -norm pooling result
(u(k) ) of the k-th speech sample can be written as the form
of Eq. (2). It should be noted that the absolute value sign can
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where, Θ is a vector of the same size as w and each elements
of it is calculated by Eq. (7).
⎧
⎪
⎨1, wj > 0
, j = 1, 2, · · · , m.
(7)
Θj = 0, wj = 0
⎪
⎩−1, w < 0
j
For convenience, we assume that w∗ and p∗ are the solutions of Eq. (3), then the utterance-level feature is generated
∗
by two steps. Firstly, the result (denoted as u(k) ) of p -norm
∗
pooling is obtained by substituting p = p into Eq. (2). Secondly, we sort the elements of w∗ i.e., |wi∗1 | ≥ · · · ≥ |wi∗m |. If
the number of selected feature is M , then the (i1 -th, ..., iM -th)
columns of U are the utterance-level features of all samples.

Figure 3: The process of p -norm pooling. si (i = 1, 2, · · · , n)
is the i-th segment-level feature. The column vectors surrounded by red boxes are denoted as cj (j = 1, 2, · · · , m). And
the row vector surrounded by the green box is the result using
p -norm pooling.

4. Experiments
In this section, we ﬁrstly introduce the databases used in experiments brieﬂy, and then the experimental setups are given.
Finally, the results and discussion are presented.

be removed because the segment-level features is min-max normalized to [0, 1] in this paper. Moreover, it is easy to verify that
the widely used average-pooling and max-pooling are special
cases of p -norm pooling when p = 1 and p = ∞.
u

(k)

n
n
1  (k) p p1
1  (k) p p1
= [(
(si1 ) ) , · · · , (
(s ) ) ].
n i=1
n i=1 im

4.1. Databases and Evaluation Measures
Experiments are conducted on two public datasets i.e.,
AVEC2013 and AVEC2014. In AVEC2013 corpus, there are
150 videos from 82 subjects and these recordings are divided
into three parts: training, development and testing, each has 50
samples. In AVEC2014 corpus, only two different tasks are involved i.e., “Northwind” and “FreeForm” [15]. In each task,
there are 150 videos, which are divided equally into training,
development and test sets. For the fairness of comparison, we
also combine the training, development and test sets of these
two tasks as the new data in the experiments. Namely, there are
100 samples in the training, development and test sets, respectively.
Currently, root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) are widely used indicators for evaluating
depression detection algorithms. The calculation of RMSE and
MAE is shown in Eq. (8) and Eq. (9), where N denotes the
number of samples. yi and yˆi are true and predicted BDI-II
score of the i-th sample, respectively.

N
1 
(yi − yˆi )2 .
(8)
RMSE =
N i=1

(2)

As described, if the number of speech samples is K, then
T
T
the sample matrix is expressed as U = [u(1) , · · · , u(K) ]T ∈
K×m
(k)
1×m
, where, u
∈ R
(k = 1, 2, · · · , K) is calcuR
lated by Eq. (2). Let b = [b(1) , · · · , b(K) ]T be the BDI-II
score vector, which measures the depression level of each sample. In this way, we combine p -norm pooling with LASSO and
propose the objective function as illustrated in Eq. (3), where
w ∈ Rm×1 is a weight vector, p is the pooling parameter to be
optimized and λ is the trade-off. Noted that Eq. (3) does not
explicitly contain p, but p is involved in the process of calculating U. It is obvious that the appropriate pooling parameter
(p) for depression detection is found in the process of learning the mapping relationship between utterance-level features
and BDI-II scores. Hence, the optimized pooling parameter
(p) is more suitable for depression detection task than averagepooling (p = 1) and max-pooling (p = ∞).
min f (w, p) =
w,p

1
Uw − b22 + λw1 .
2K

(3)

MAE =

In order to solve the optimization problem in Eq. (3), we
adopt the alternation gradient descent method [25]. For a given
w, the gradient of f with respect to p is presented by Eq. (4),
where du(k) /dp is a row vector of the same size as u(k) and
each element of it is calculated using Eq. (5). Similarly, Eq. (6)
provides the gradient of f with respect to w when p is ﬁxed.
K
du(k)
p  T (k)
∂f
(w · u − b(k) ) · (wT ·
=
),
∂p
K
dp
(k)

n

p
i=1 [t ·
1
p
i=1 t · ln( m

= n

p

ln(t)]
n

i=1

tp )

, j = 1, 2, · · · , m.

As mentioned in Fig. 2, the proposed hybrid network contains
CNN, LSTM and DNN. In the CNN, there are 32 convolution
kernels with a size of 3 × 3 and the stride size of 1. Then, we
adopt average-pooling with a size of 2 × 2 and a stride of 1 for
the pooling layer. Finally, two fully connected layers with 1024
neurons are followed. The same number of neurons is also set
in the FC3 and FC5 layer. Note that the three subnetworks are
trained separately and the objective function are all RMSE.
For AVEC2013 and AVEC2014, we set the window size for
dividing the MFCCs to be 500 and 50 frames with 50% overlap. Due to space limitation, λ in Eq.(3) is set to 0.5 and the
number of feature selected M is set to 1024 without displaying
related experimental results. It is necessary to point out that the
dimension of speech representation without feature selection is
3 × 1024 = 3072. In addition, we use LIBSVM [26] with the
radial basis kernel for depression level prediction.

(4)

(5)

(k)

where t = sij is the j-th component of the i-th segment-level
feature of the k-th speech sample.
λ
∂f
1
=
· UT (Uw − s) +
· Θ,
∂w
K
m

(9)

4.2. Experimental Setups

k=1

duj
dp

N
1 
|yi − yˆi |.
N i=1

(6)
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4.3. Results and Discussion

4.3.2. Comparison with Previous Works

In this section, we ﬁrstly show the performance with different
pooling strategies and network structures. Then, the comparison between our proposed method and the previous works is
presented. Finally, we give the discussion for these results.

We compare the proposed method with the previous works and
the results are exhibited in Table 1 and 2. As shown, our method
with feature selection is better than without feature selection on
AVEC2013 and AVEC2014. The reasons lie in that the most
helpful features for depression detection are selected by sorting
the elements of w∗ solved in Eq. (3).

4.3.1. Experimental Performance of Different Pooling Strategies and Network Structures

Table 1: Comparison with previous works on the AVEC2013
test set. Note that all methods only use speech data. FS means
Feature Selection.

Based on the above settings, we examine the performance of
depression detection using max-pooling, average-pooling and
the proposed p -norm pooling combined with LASSO on the
development sets of AVEC2013 and AVEC2014. The results
are illustrated in Fig 4. Obviously, average-pooling (p = 1) is
better than max-pooling (p = ∞), because the feature extracted
by the hybrid network is not sparse, so max-pooling lose some
useful information. Furthermore, the proposed p -norm pooling
combined with LASSO (p = 4.06 in AVEC2013 and p = 2.13
in AVEC2014) achieves the best detection accuracy. This can be
explained that the pooling parameter p found in the process of
solving the mapping relationship between speech features and
BDI-II scores is suitable for the depression detection task.

ℓp

(a)

Methods
Valstar et al. [18]
Meng et al. [21]
He et al. [12]
Our method without FS
Our method with FS

MAE
10.35
9.14
8.20
8.05
7.48

Table 2: Comparison with previous works on the AVEC2014
test set. Note that all methods only use speech data. FS means
Feature Selection.
Methods
Valstar et al. [15]
Jain et al. [16]
He et al. [12]
Our method without FS
Our method with FS

ℓp

RMSE
12.56
10.25
9.99
9.88
9.66

MAE
10.03
8.40
8.19
8.46
8.02

From the presentation of these two tables, our method with
feature selection provides the best prediction accuracy. On the
one hand, we use the hybrid network to automatically extract
the high-level feature about depression from MFCCs, which
have better representation ability than those hand-crafted features used in the works of [18, 21, 15, 16]. Although CNN is
applied in [12], it is limited in temporal information extraction.
On the other hand, we optimize Eq. (3) to ﬁnd the adaptive
pooling parameter p∗ , which is more suitable for depression detection than average-pooling used in [18, 15]. Jain et al. [16]
gain the speech representation via Fisher Vector encoding, but
they don’t optimize the number of Gaussian functions to adapt
to depression detection task.

(b)

Figure 4: Depression detection accuracy of three pooling strategies on the development sets of AVEC2013 and AVEC2014. (a)
and (b) show two different indicators, respectively.

(a)

RMSE
14.12
11.19
10.00
10.20
9.79

5. Conclusions

(b)

Figure 5: Depression detection accuracy of four network structures on the development sets of AVEC2013 and AVEC2014. (a)
and (b) show two different indicators, respectively. HN means
the hybrid network.

Physiological studies have shown that MFCC is a discriminative biomarker to detect depression. Based on the facts, we use
hybrid network to extract the high-level feature reﬂecting depression in the spatial structure, temporal changes and discriminative representation of short-term MFCC segments. Then, p norm pooling combined with LASSO is proposed to optimize
the pooling parameter for depression detection to generate the
utterance-level feature. Experimental results on AVEC2013 and
AVEC2014 indicate that our method is superior than the previous approaches. In the future, we will consider other modal to
further enhance the performance of depression prediction.

Besides, we compare the effects of CNN, LSTM, DNN and
the hybrid network on depression detection. Fig. 5 shows the
performance of them on AVEC2013 and AVEC2014 development sets. From them, it can be seen that LSTM gains better detection accuracy than CNN. Since MFCCs are essentially
a sequence of time series vectors [27], the temporal changes
can better reﬂect depression-related information than the spatial
structure. While DNN extracts the discriminative representation through processing spatial-temporal feature of the MFCC,
thus it has further improvement. On the whole, our proposed
hybrid network acquires the best detection performance. The
reasons are that we effectively integrate CNN, LSTM and DNN
to extract the information in favor of depression detection from
spatial structure, temporal changes and discriminative representation.
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